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Warfighting

Command
and Control



Commanders must be
centrally involved in planning.











“Nothing succeeds in war except in consequence of a well
prepared plan.”

“I engage, and after that I see what to do.”







before





proactive

react





force plan-
ning  operation planning







all
commanders are planners





anticipatory
adaptation

anticipatory



direct and coordinate action

develops a shared situational awareness



and most attempts to attain situational
awareness will be both

generates expectations

supports the exer-
cise of initiative



shapes the thinking of planners



Strategic plans
Campaign plans

Tactical plans
Func-

tional plans

plans
orders

outline plan
concept plan



operation plan

operation order

frag-
mentary order

warning order

exe-
cute order









improper

mistake of attempting to forecast and dictate events
too far into the future



mistake of trying to plan in too much detail

greater

 tendency to use planning as a scripting process that
tries to prescribe friendly and even enemy actions with precision.

tendency for institutionalized planning methods to lead
to inflexible or lockstep thinking and for planning and plans to
become rigid and overly emphasize procedures









“. . . [A] good plan violently executed now is better than a
perfect plan next week.”

“The Senior Commander of a force plans the battle in its
broader sense and is responsible for ultimate success or
failure. However, once a subordinate unit has been commit-
ted to action, he must, for the time being, limit his activities
to providing the necessary support and insuring the coordi-
nation of all components. Regardless of how well conceived
the Senior Commander’s plan may be, it can be nullified if
his front line platoons are incapable of carrying out the mis-
sion assigned.”





assessing the situation

establish the goals
and objectives





conceptualize a
course of action

detail the course of action execution

evaluating the
course of action









conceptual

art





detailed

science

functional



commitment planning



contingency planning



orientation planning





decision



execution



deliberate

rapid



Where
can we get to next?



Where do we eventually want to get?



desired outcome



actions intended to achieve the desired
outcome

resources to be
used

control process



inte-
grated  synchronized



modu-
lar asynchronous



















“No plan survives contact with the enemy.”

“Plans must be simple and flexible. Actually they only form
a datum plane from which you build as necessity directs or
opportunity offers. They should be made by the people who
are going to execute them.”









external factors



internal factors

task-related factors 











and

Do these actions need to be coupled?







not

branches sequels



Few factors are more important to success than giving
subordinates enough time to prepare. We frequently underesti-
mate the time required for directives to permeate through the var-
ious echelons of an organization.



all planning is time-sensitive



while we
plan for it





commitment horizon

contingency horizon





toward



to for by













Directives should be as clear, simple, and concise as each situa-
tion permits.
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